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1 Revised data table handling
PLA 3.0  now automatically sets up the data table for your observations.

In contrast to previous versions of PLA 3.0, you do not have to manually assign your 
observations anymore; PLA 3.0.5 uses the information you provide in the Content  editor to 
automatically set up the data table in the Observations  editor. To initialize the data table, you 
only have to enter your dilution sequence or add your response values to your plate layout.

If you have to make adjustments to your observations after the initial setup, for example, to 
employ alternate plate layouts, accommodate data acquisition, or correct assignment errors., 
you can use the new Adjust observation list  dialog to easily make these adjustments.

Figure  1. Adjust observation list dialog
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2 Faster editors with enhanced context 
menus
The context menus in the content area, and the Outline  and Createable elements  panes 
have been enhanced with additional options to streamline your workflows.

Do you want to duplicate an element to reuse its setup?

Use the  Duplicate element  entry on the element itself.

Figure  2. Context menu on element level in the content area

Or select  Duplicate containing element  on one of its child elements.

Figure  3. Context menu on child element level in the content area

You can also duplicate an element from the Outline.
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Figure  4. Context menu in the Outline

Do you want to quickly add multiple elements of the same type?
Use the Create multiple elements  entry in the Createable elements  pane to open a dialog 
where you can create up to 99 elements.

Figure  5. Create multiple elements dialog

In the following example, we create five 'Test' elements.
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Figure  6. Create multiple elements dialog

Do you want to quickly create an element that can be referenced?
Some elements work as target elements; you set them up once in your document and reuse 
them several times. You can now quickly select such a target element or even create a new 
target element if required.

For example, to create an additional Preparation scheme and assign it to Test sample UNK3, 
select the Create target for test sample: UNK3  entry.

As the target, select 'Preparation scheme', and click Create.
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3 Streamlined user interface for creating 
reports
The various actions available in connection with report creation have been unified.

You now only need one click to either show the report in your default PDF viewer (Show), 
print the report on your default printer (Print), or save the report in a target folder (Save...).
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